Geriatric Education FOR

improving the quality of your service

Emergency Medical Services
All to often we cringe when we
hear the letters QA/QI.
Why is this?
It is because we tend to look at
QA/QI from a negative pointof-view. From the administrative
side we assume that everyone
is incompetent and we have to
look for what they are doing
wrong. Where from the provider
standpoint we only hear from the
QA floks when we supposedly did
something wrong.

The proportion of the aged in society today is greater than ever before,
and growing faster than any other segment of our population. Current
indications are that approximately 34% of calls for emergency medical
services, or 3.4 million emergency responses involve patients over the
age of 60. GEMS represents the most credible and complete source of
prehospital medical information for older adults. It is an is innovative,
comprehensive, and highly visual course with:
• Case-Based Lectures
• Live Action Video
• Hands-on Skill Stations
• Small Group Scenarios
GEMS BLS

National Programs

Operations

QA/QI

$85/95*

Course # 200004

This is a fallacy and in fact a well
run QA/QI program avoids these
feelings. This course will teach
administrators how to effectively
establish, manage, and use a QA/QI
program within their service.
QA/QI

Course #100012

An 8-hour course that offers the first responder and EMT material appropriate to them.

GEMS ALS/COMBINED BLS COURSE
Course # 200005

$95/110*

A 16-hour course is appropriate for ALL levels of care and beneficial for EMTs to learn what ALS does.
EMTs taking this course will be given the BLS exam and certification. as wells asadditional CME hours.

FREE

This is a great course to accompany our customer
service and documentation presentations!
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* Tuition based upon price of textbook if purchased through LPCCN although not required.
What IS required is that EVERY student have the textbook while in the course.
Deduct $30 from the tuition if a book is not required.
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